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Critical Debates on History & Politics

Globalisation, Democracy and Corruption: An Indian Perspective
Globalisation, Democracy and Corruption: An Indian
Perspective is a compilation of articles and commentaries on
contemporary issues of Indian Polity and Economy.
Globalisation, neither a plague nor a panacea, makes Bardhan’s
approach stand out among the contentious debates. Within
this framework, the discourse probes into how economic
globalisation which can address the problem of poverty has
affected wages, incomes and access to resources for the poorest
people in India and abroad. Like globalisation, democracy too,
despite rhetoric, does not offer magic solutions. Democracy
often encourages popular movements against capitalist excesses
but is also subject to capture by oligarchic interests. In a comparative analysis, the
author examines as to how and how far the Chinese economic performance, in spite of
pervasive corruption, has been better than India’s.
A perfect blend of an economist’s insight and field experience based analysis offering
guidelines for broad-based development, this volume is an invaluable companion for the
policymakers, academia and the general readership as well.
Pranab Bardhan is Professor of Economics, University of California, Berkeley. Before
joining Berkeley, Bardhan taught at MIT, Trinity College, Cambridge, St Catherine’s
College, Oxford, London School of Economics, ISI and Delhi School of Economics.
ISBN: 978 93 81043 17 2, PB, Size: 215×140 mm, 260 pp, Price: £ 14.95; INR 495; $ 21.95
Kindle Edition, Price: $7.95

Communalism: India’s Struggle for
Democracy and Pluralism
Analysing contentious contemporary issues in historical
perspective, the discource weighs as to how the potency of
communalism corrodes the plural core of Indian democracy.
The critique is, however, not limited to the issue of religious
polarisation alone since the author critically examines the
obstacles other marginalised sections are often encountered
with. Anyone having quest for democratic values must confront
the challenges posed in the discourse.
Ram Puniyani took voluntary retirement from IIT, Bombay,
in 2004 to work for upholding plural, secular, democratic ethos
in India. Prof Puniyani has been bestowed with Indira Gandhi
National Integration Award (2006) and National Communal Harmony Award (2007)
for spreading the message of peace and communal harmony.
ISBN: 978 93 81043 26 4, PB, Size: 215×140 mm, 186 pp, Price: £ 11.95; INR 395; $ 17.95
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Critical Debates on History & Politics

Alipore Bomb Trial 1908–1910: A Compilation of
Unpublished Documents (Volume 1)
Having failed to kill Lieutenant-Governor Andrew Fraser after
two attempts, on 30 April 1908, Khudiram Bose and Prafulla
Chaki blasted a carriage at Muzaffarpur, Bihar to eliminate
Magistrate D H Kingsford. Immediately after that 36 persons,
including Sri Aurobindo, his brother Barindra Kumar Ghose
were arrested for ‘waging war against the King-Emperor’.
In the history of India’s freedom struggle, the discourse, which
includes hitherto unpublished documents related to the historic
trial in Alipore Sessions Court, is an invaluable critique where
the author critically examines the issues like Aurobindo’s ideas
on violent struggle, expansion of the secret societies, ‘daring actions’ like the murder of
Naren Gossain inside the jail, and killing of public prosecutor, and other police officers,
with an overall a review of criminal justice system prevalent in British-India.
ISBN: 978 93 81043 23 3, HB, Size: 234×156, 844 pp, Price: £ 75; INR 2,195; $ 100

Alipore Bomb Trial 1908–1910: Arguments in Courts
and Judgements (Volume 2)
The discourse critically examines the trajectory of colonial
justice from committal inquiry stage to the hearing of the
appeal in the High Court. Laws and procedures were violated
more by design than due to inadvertence. Aurobindo was
acquitted in the Sessions trial, though he was considered as
‘the most dangerous person’ in India. To remove him from
the political scene, a charge of sedition was brought, but the
High Court quashed the complaint. With a researcher’s acumen
supported by the unpublished documents, the author shows
that the British Government was a prisoner of their own liberal
law and justice reform.
An astute analysis of the historic courtroom perorations of Chittaranjan Das, and other
defence counsels in the Sessions Court as well as in the High Court and the rare
photographs included make an interesting read.
Dr Amiya K Samanta, IPS, retired in 1995 as Director General of Intelligence Branch,
West Bengal. Samanta’s important publications include: Terrorism in Bengal (Edited
classified documents in 6 Vols, 1995), Gorkhaland Movement: A Study in Ethnic
Separatism (2000).
ISBN: 978 93 81043 27 1, HB, Size: 234×156, 528 pp, Price: £ 50; INR 1,495; $ 75
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Critical Debates on History & Politics

Resilience: Stories of Muslim Women
The treaties illustrates that no matter what the economic
impediment or social taboo, given the means and empathy,
women can soar to success. In the early eighties, social activist
Shabnam Hashmi, set up Seher Adult Education Centre in
Nizamuddin Basti, Delhi for women who were mostly school
dropouts or had not studied at all. But right from the beginning
hostility came from the Basti residents for whom Muslim girls
going to study was anti-Islam. Yet, the girls refused to give up.
Today, Farida, who, made to wear a burqa at 9, married off at
13, abandoned at 15, runs an independent organisation; Ayesha
who brought up her son to be an MBA, and her daughter a
Master in Science. And Mussarat, whose grandmother kept her locked at home, now
works for an international NGO.
Shubha Menon has written plays, articles and stories both on offline and online
platforms. Resilience: Stories of Muslim Women is her second book; her debut, The
Second Coming (HarperCollins, 2014) has made a mark in the genre of romantic
fiction.
ISBN: 978 93 81043 31 8, PB, Size: 215×140 mm, 152 pp, Price: £ 11.95; INR 395; $ 19.95
Forthcoming

China’s Economic Reform
Ideological Legitimacy and Deng Xiaoping Theory
The discourse examines the debates among Chinese
theoreticians regarding the economic reforms, introducing
private economy, stock exchange, induction of foreign direct
investment (FDI), disinvestment or total closure of state-owned
enterprises, adopted by the leaders of the Communist Party of
China (CPC) since the late 1970s legitimising the reforms in
relationship to the ideals of Marxism, particularly, Mao and
Deng Xiaoping Thoughts. The book reveals how non-dogmatic
‘Seek truth from facts’ principle of ‘Deng Xiaoping Theory’
acted as the driving force to make China the world’s second
largest economy in 30 odd years.
Narayan C Sen (Sen Nalan) was in the faculty of Chinese Language at the University
of Calcutta, Kolkata, Visva-Bharati, Santiniketan, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New
Delhi, and also held the position of Research Professor of Chinese Studies, The Asiatic
Society, Kolkata, India. Sen also served as an Expert in The Foreign Languages Press,
Beijing, from 1982 to 1993.
ISBN: 978 93 81043 02 8, HB, Size: 215×140 mm, 239 pp, Price: £ 14.95; INR 595; $ 24.95
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Indian National Evolution
A Brief Survey of the Origin and Progress of the
Indian National Congress and the Growth of Indian Nationalism
The thesis examines the movements leading to Indian National
Congress’ birth in 1885 and the multifaceted growth it achieved
during the first three decades of its political journey up to 1915.
Unlike any other history of the Indian National Congress, it
is more than a narrative of what during the initial years the
Congress and its organs had planned and accomplished under
the colonial impediments.
Amvika Charan Mazumdar (1851-1922), the author, who was
elevated to the President’s position at Lucknow Session of the
Indian National Congress in 1916, put forward for the first
time the idea that the Indian National Congress was not just a party, it was also a
national movement.
Sabyasachi Bhattacharya is the Chairman of Indian Council of Historical Research.
Prior to that, he was the Vice-Chancellor, Visva-Bharati, Santiniketan, India (1991-1995).
ISBN: 978 81 90884 12 9, HB, Size: 234×156 mm, 296 pp, Price: £ 35.00; INR 795; $ 55.00

Nation or the Empire: Indian Civilians at the Crossroads
The treatise chronicles the pioneering native Indians who, as
members of Indian Civil Service (ICS), dared to fight against
the mighty British Empire. In 1855, when the door was opened
for Indians to enter into ICS, starting from Satyendranath
Tagore in 1863, many Indians, competing with great adversities,
joined the coveted service. Racial discrimination and various
invidious policies of the imperial rule tormented many of the
patriotic Indian civil servants who openly criticised the colonial
regulations verging on revolt. Imperial bureaucracy did not
countenance this upright conduct and the dissenters’ prospect
in the service suffered, but this could not deter nationalist
Indians from responding to the call of the motherland. Circumstance was thus very
clearly set out for a choice between serving ‘Nation’ or ‘The Empire’.
Satyaki Nath, a post-graduate from IIT, Kanpur, India, works for Indian Railways.
A passionate reader of History, Satyaki became obsessed with ‘Her Majesty’ and his
maiden attempt is aimed at unravelling the delicate and often fragile relationship
between the ‘Imperial Masters’ and their ‘Indian Servants’.
ISBN: 978 93 81043 16 5, HB, Size: 234×156 mm, 248 pp, Price: £ 24.95; INR 695; $ 29.95
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Critical Debates on History & Politics

The Sickle and the Crescent
Communists, Muslim League and India’s Partition
The critique offers a new approach to India’s Partition. While
Indian National Congress and Muslim League are primarily
blamed for vivisection of the country, the communists’ support
to the Muslim League between 1942 and 1947 only accelerated
the birth of the two nations: India and Pakistan. With
research made in the archival sources including the intelligence
documents, the discourse makes an interesting read to examine
how the Communist Party of India, a class-based representative
had joined hands with the Muslim League sponsored Direct
Action Day in August 1946 which rendered hundreds dead and
thousands homeless only in the city of Calcutta itself.
Sunanda Sanyal obtained his MA both from the University of Calcutta, India and the
University of Leeds, UK and took up teaching as his profession. A devoted educationist,
Sanyal is president of the Ganamukti Parishad which works towards ‘cleansing politics’.
Soumya Basu, an enterprising young scholar, made sustained efforts in collating the
pertinent documents from various archival sources across the country.
ISBN: 978 81 90884 16 7, HB, Size: 215×140 mm, 196 pp, Price: £ 14.95; INR 450; $ 24.95

Politics in Hunger Regime
In India, even after six decades of independence and planned
economy employing ‘pro-poor’ assistance programmes, the
hunger-regime has consolidated in many parts of India.
The discourse examines the population living under the shadow
of hunger with particular emphasis on the Food Movements in
West Bengal, India.
The treatise throws light on the outrage in the Public
Distribution System (Ration-Riots) in West Bengal, India
during 2009-11, and critically examines the status of Paschim
Medinipur, a district recording starvation deaths, seized the
international media attention; the research also chronicles the sufferings and struggle
of the people in the Tea Garden region of the northern parts of West Bengal.
In a unique way, the book, for the first time in India, makes an attempt to link the
Right to Food with the Right to Information in a hunger-regime.
List of Contributors: Geetisha Dasgupta, Kumar Rana, Manisha Banerjee, Pradeep
Bhargava, Ruchira Goswami, Sibaji Pratim Basu.
ISBN: 978 93 81043 01 1, PB, Size: 215×140 mm, 208 pp, Price: £ 11.95; INR 295; $ 17.95
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Branding the Migrant: Arguments of Rights, Welfare and Security
The Unique Identification (UID)/Aadhaar project has burst
upon the nation with surprising ferocity. The government
started implementing Aadhaar-enabled direct cash transfers for
29 schemes in 51 districts, spread over 16 states and also plans
to cover the entire nation by the end of December 2013. Yet,
it is far from clear if Aadhaar is an undisruptive benevolent
initiative of the government, seeking to empower the needy and
maximise the outreach of social-security schemes.
Against this backdrop, this volume endeavours to engage with
the politics and history of the state’s population identification
exercises. In doing so, it goes beyond the specifics of the UID
project to examine the status of the migrants who being a minority compared to the
residents, remain mostly beyond the embrace of the state. This volume, therefore,
aspires to test the idea and impact of the UID at its limits—focussing on its impact on
migrants—and interrogate if the reach of the state can after all exceed its grasp.
List of Contributors: Atig Ghosh, Badri Narayan Tiwari, Bharat Bhushan,
Byasdeb Dasgupta, Dipankar Sinha, Jayanta Bhattacharya, Manish K Jha, Ritajyoti
Bandyopadhyay, Sahana Basavapatna, Samir Kar Purkayastha.
ISBN: 978 93 81043 09 7, PB, Size: 215×140 mm, 284 pp, Price: £ 11.95; INR 495; $ 19.95

Still Canadian? Ethnicity, Race and Questions of Difference
among Canadian Migrants to the United States
In recent years, most studies on immigrant adaptation and
assimilation have examined questions of ethnicity, identity and
belonging among groups that are marked as racially different
from the white majority in the United States. This book
examines the questions of ethnicity, race, identity and belonging
by focussing on the experiences of a relatively invisible group:
Canadian migrants to the United States.
The experiences of Canadian migrants highlight the need to
recognise hierarchies of whiteness among white migrants fully
understand ethnic identities in the contemporary world.
Susan Lucas is a human geographer and is currently faculty & curriculum coordinator
for the Bison Group in Philadelphia, USA .
Bandana Purkayastha is the Professor & Head, Department of Sociology and
Professor, Department of Asian American Studies, University of Connecticut, USA .
Miho Iwata is a PhD candidate in sociology at the University of Connecticut, USA .
ISBN: 978 93 81043 11 0, Kindle Edition, Price: $ 10.95
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Critical Debates on Human Rights

Human Rights: Voices of World’s Young Activists
This collection encapsulates hopes and critiques of young
activists from Armenia, Austria, Brazil, Cambodia, Costa Rica,
Egypt, Italy, Kenya, Laos, Macedonia, Philippines, Uganda,
UK, USA, and Venezuela, who are passionately engaged in
fostering a world where more people can access human rights.
Young Activists’ views on what needs to be prioritised, how far
we have come in our struggle to realise human rights and how
much further we have to travel on this road make the discourse
an invaluable one. The assessment also tells us how many hopes
of the framers of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
adopted sixty six years back, have remained unfulfilled.
Amii Omara-Otunnu is the UNESCO Human Rights Chair and Executive Director,
UConn-ANC Partnership, University of Connecticut, USA .
Sergio Mobilia, formerly an Associate to the UNESCO Chair & Institute of Comparative
Human Rights, now works as a senior analyst with Google, Argentina.
Bandana Purkayastha is the Professor & Head, Department of Sociology and
Professor, Department of Asian American Studies, University of Connecticut, USA .
ISBN: 978 93 81043 06 6, HB, Size: 234×156 mm, 196 pp, Price: £ 14.95; INR 495; $ 19.95
Kindle Edition, Price: $2.95

Justice, Liberty, Equality: Dalits in Independent India
The treatise critically examines how money and muscle power,
together with political string-pulling often result in denial
of justice for the hapless ‘have-nots’, especially the Dalits
(untouchables). Citing the case-studies primarily drawn from
Uttar Pradesh, India, registering the highest rate of crime against
the Dalits, the author chronicles how the Dalits, with implicit
support from the administration, are subjected to humiliation
by the well-heeled higher castes, like being garlanded with
shoes, their faces blackened or being forced to ride an ass;
yet, violence, custodial deaths that are committed against the
marginalised and deprived castes often go unrecorded.
Lenin Raghuvanshi, an Ashoka Fellow, is a veteran rights activist who set up People’s
Vigilance Committee on Human Right (PVCHR) to break the closed, feudal hierarchies
of conservative slums and villages by building up local institutions and supporting
them with a high profile and active human rights network.
ISBN: 978 93 81043 04 2, PB, Size: 215×140 mm, 144 pp, Price: £ 11.95; INR 295; $ 17.95
Hindi Version:

U;k;] Lora=rk] lerk% vkTkkn Òkjr es a nfyr

ISBN: 978 93 81043 25 7, PB, Size: 215x140 mm, 172 pp, Price: INR 295
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Critical Debates on Human Rights

Africa: Beyond the Tragic History
Africa: Beyond the Tragic History chronicles the intense
wretchedness the Sub-Saharan African populace has been
traditionally subjected to in extreme hunger, overall poor
human condition—a situation which is yet to see any altered
panorama in the wake of globalisation. Despite the rhetoric
on western humanitarianism campaign or the myth of neocolonialism, Africa’s gains have been marginally confined to
public relations only. Analysing the outcome of Congo’s destiny,
Rwanda genocide, Uganda crises, desecration of Somalia or the
fallacy of peace-keeping fuelled by western media duplicity, the
critique shows how the countries in Africa are reeling under
political anarchy.
Amii Omara-Otunnu is the UNESCO Chair in Human Rights and the founder and
Executive Director of the Institute of Comparative Human Rights at the University
of Connecticut. In addition to being the Professor of History at the University of
Connecticut, he also serves as Executive Director of the UConn-ANC Partnership.
ISBN: 978 93 81043 14 1, PB, Size : 234×156 mm, c200 pp, Forthcoming

Voices of Internally Displaced Persons in Kenya
A Human Rights Perspective
Voices of Internally Displaced Persons in Kenya: A Human
Rights Perspective examines the continuing vulnerabilities of
internally displaced persons (IDPs) in Kenya who fled to the
IDP Camps from the ethnic violence following the country’s
disputed elections in December 2007. The authors raise two
important issues for human rights advocates. One, that the
conditions in these camps do not measure up to the standards
in terms of housing, food, water, education, health and on
violence against women. Two, the response efforts are often
fragmented and are only designed to address the conditions in
the camps.
Roseanne Njiru worked in universities and NGOs in Kenya, and has publications on
gender, HIV and AIDS, sexual health, child labour and rights.
Bandana Purkayastha is the Professor & Head, Department of Sociology and
Professor, Department of Asian American Studies, University of Connecticut, USA.
Her current research and publications focus on the intersection of racial ethnicity,
gender, highly educated migrants, transnationalism and human rights. She currently
serves as the President, Sociologists for Women in Society.
ISBN: 978 93 81043 12 7, PB, Size: 215×140 mm, 140 pp, Price: £ 12.95; INR 395; $ 19.95
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Critical Debates on Human Rights

Margins to Centre Stage: Empowering Dalits in India
In India, life of millions of Dalits is characterised by long,
consistent struggle from cradle to grave. Their life is defined
by caste-discrimination, exploitation, abuse, and denial of basic
right to life with resources for survival—food, shelter, clothing,
livelihood, and education.
Margins to Centre Stage: Empowering Dalits in India
chronicles the process of empowerment of many powerless
and marginalised Dalits, located in Varanasi district of
Uttar Pradesh, India. The discourse would be beneficial for
the educators, students and practitioners of social work, and
administrators in welfare and development sector, NGO and policy planners.
Archana Kaushik, PhD, is Associate Professor at the Department of Social Work,
University of Delhi, India. She has authored many books and contributed varied
research articles in several journals of national and international repute.
Shruti Nagvanshi is a social activist and co-founder of People’s Vigilance Committee
on Human Rights (PVCHR), India. She has won many national and international
awards for her work in promoting social justice
ISBN: 978 93 81043 19 6, PB, Size: 215×140 mm, 294 pp, Price: £ 14.95; INR 495; $ 21.95

Human Trafficking: Interlocking Systems of Exploitation
A Focus on Pakistan
Trafficking constitutes a fundamental moral challenge to all
those who believe in the principles of humanity and human
rights. Drawing upon gender and human rights perspectives,
the critique examines the issue both at micro and macro levels
to analyse how political economy of trafficking influences
micro level experiences of victims of trafficking.
Using data from Pakistan, which is a source, transit and
receiving country for trafficked victims, and other regional
and international comparative data, the authors show that
contemporary definitions and debates about trafficking do not
always capture the realities of trafficking on the ground.
Farhan Navid Yousaf, an Assistant Professor in Sociology at International Islamic
University, Islamabad, Pakistan, is currently a Fulbright PhD candidate in the
Department of Sociology at the University of Connecticut, USA .
Bandana Purkayastha is the Professor & Head, Department of Sociology and
Professor, Department of Asian American Studies, University of Connecticut, USA .
ISBN: 978 93 81043 15 8, PB, Size : 215×140 mm, 177 pp, Price: £ 12.95; INR 450; $ 19.95
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Critical Debates on Media

Forced Migration & Media Mirrors
Forced migration is increasingly becoming a threat to peace
and stability of people’s lives in many parts of the world.
India is no exception to the trend. How do the media reflect
this phenomenon? Are they sensitive enough to the multiple
dimensions of this great human tragedy—its impact on people’s
rights, ethnic relations, gender justice, etc? Do biases creep
in during their coverage? Are the voices of the dispossessed
heard? How can the latter set up alternative channels to
disseminate their own news and views? Do new media provide
more possibilities in this regard? The authors include both
accomplished academics and ace journalists who have been
studying the phenomenon of forced migration for a long time in their own ways.
List of Contributors: Ammu Joseph, Anasua Basu Ray Chaudhury, Anup Shekhar
Chakraborty, Biswajit Roy, Chitra Ahnthem, Debraj Deb, Jayanta Kalita, Madhurilata
Basu, Marko Szilveszter Macskovich, Nikhil Roshan, Nirmalya Banerjee, Rajat Roy,
Sabir Ahamed, Shyamalendu Majumdar, Subir Bhaumik, Sudeep Basu, Vikhar Ahmed
Sayeed.
ISBN: 978 93 81043 13 4, HB, Size: 234×156 mm, 224 pp, Price: £ 24.95; INR 495; $ 37.95

Strangling Liberty: Media in Distress in Pakistan
The critique makes an attempt to show as to how tremendous
pressure simultaneously stemming from diverse dimensions in
the form of extremists’ command on one end and state repressions
on the other, ideological constraints, international power game,
ethno-religious overtones, and most importantly, the role of
Secret Agencies including Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) and
other military tyrannies, have geared up the issue relating to
the oppression of freedom of media in Pakistan an international
hot topic for debate. Pakistan has emerged as one of the most
unsafe countries for journalists, claiming at least 118 lives of
the working journalists in the recent past. The critique provides
an insight into the hostile environment in which the media personnel in Pakistan are
undertaking their professional responsibilities and fighting for their legitimate rights at
the crossroads of extremist outfits. With an in-depth study, the book also examines the
new trends of extremism in the society and how they are further narrowing down the
already suffocated environment incompatible to the freedom of expression.
Riaz Ahmed Shaikh, PhD, is a political sociologist and the Head, Social Sciences at
Shaheed Zulfikar Ali Bhutto Institute of Science and Technology (SZABIST), Karachi,
Pakistan.
ISBN: 978 93 81043 10 3, PB, Size: 215×140 mm, 192 pp, Price: £ 12.95; INR 450; $ 19.95
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Forced Migration in North East India: A Media Reader
A Media Reader is a comprehensive ready reference and toolkit
for journalists, researchers, and people in general—who are
interested in the media and North East India. Although the
states in North East India are geographically isolated and
economically underdeveloped, they have a distinctive cultural,
socio-economic and political identity; having borders with
several countries—China, Myanmar, Bhutan, Nepal and
Bangladesh—since vivisection of the Indian subcontinent
in 1947, the region has faced waves of population influx
from across the borders at various times. Forced migration
and displacement due to repeated ethnic violence have led
to hundreds of villages being burnt and thousands of people killed. Besides ethnic
conflicts, natural calamities such as floods and erosion, as well as construction activities
or eviction in the reserve forest areas have added to the misery of the displaced persons
languishing in the temporary camps for decades. The issues often do not get due
coverage in the media, and many journalists feel that the resources at their disposal are
inadequate. The discourse is an effort to bridge this gap.
List of Contributors: Ammu Joseph, Anasuya Basu Ray Chaudhury, Bhupen
Sarmah, Monirul Hussain, Nilanjan Dutta, Pamela Philipose, Paula Banerjee, Pradip
Phanjoubam, Ratna Bharali, Sanjay Barbora, Subir Bhaumik, Sucharita Sengupta,
Tapan Bose, Walter Fernandes.
ISBN: 978 93 81043 05 9, PB, Size: 245×170 mm, 240 pp, Price: £ 12.95; INR 450; $ 21.95

Counter-Gaze: Media, Migrants, Minorities
The book assesses the situation of migrant minorities not just
in Third World colonised countries in South Asia but also in
the Western societies in Europe which hitherto had not been
subjected to any meaningful analysis. The discourse throws up
some critical questions on how migrants have come to form
minority communities, how their claims to citizenship, rights
and justice have occupied space in the politics of the nation
and supra-national bodies. This research shows that there is
an increasing familiarity between the two sets of experiences
and the book is not so much about counter gaze but about the
resultant familiarity in human rights struggles as well.
List of Contributors: A S Narang, Rita Manchanda, Sabyasachi Basu Ray Chaudhuri,
Samir Kumar Das, Sanam Roohi, Sanjay Barbora, Stephen Wright, Subir Bhaumik,
Sumaiya Khair, Sumon K Chakrabarti, Thomas Benedikter.
ISBN: 978 93 81043 00 4, PB, Size: 215×140 mm, 266 pp, Price: £ 12.95; INR 450; $ 19.95
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Rediscovering Swami Vivekananda
The treatise makes a critical examination of the keynote of
Swami Vivekananda’s philosophy which was spiritual unity of
the universe, and most importantly, raising interfaith awareness
which the oriental monk introduced in the occident more than
hundred years ago. An uncompromising Advaitist, Vivekananda
(1863-1902) has always been a champion of freedom—a doctrine
which mirrors his idea of socialism visualising a movement in
which the individuals acted freely and spontaneously for the
good of the whole.
‘Harmony and Peace, and not Dissension’, Vivekananda’s
stirring call at the concluding session of the historic Parliament
of Religions at Chicago in September 1893 has the most significant relevance today
when erosion of ethical values is a global experience, human morals are fast decaying
and religious fundamentalism is prompting fratricides.
Amiya Kumar Mazumdar (1917-1998) retired as the Research Director, The Asiatic
Society, Kolkata, India. Mazumdar taught Philosophy at Presidency College, Kolkata,
India besides being the UGC Professor, Rabindra Bharati University, Kolkata. In
1995, Amiya Kumar was awarded Nivedita Commemoration Prize for his lifetime
achievement in spreading the ideals of Ramakrishna and Vivekananda.
ISBN: 978 81 90884 19 8, HB, Size: 234×156 mm, 200 pp, Price: £ 14.95; INR 495; $ 19.95

Indology, Historiography and the Nation:
Bengal, 1847-1947
The discourse traces the rise and growth of historical
consciousness of a nationality between 1847 and 1947 through
an examination of the Indological historiography in Bengali
language. It shows, most of the Indological tracts in the Bengali
language during the colonial times needed the mediation of
culture for ushering in modernity in Bengal’s own sense of
history. Indology served such a purpose of cultural mediation.
The book presents an absorbing discussion on Indology, history
writing, and nationalist consciousness in Bengal in the hundred
years following 1847, ten years before the great Mutiny of 1857
was to break out.
Krishna Bhattacharya Samaddar was a Reader of history and had researched in the
field of Indological historiography. A specialist in girl child education, she died on 6
September 2013.
ISBN: 978 93 81043 18 9, PB, Size: 234×156 mm, 270 pp, Price: £ 14.95; INR 495; $ 21.95
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Critical Debates on Gandhi

I Could Not Save Mahatma Gandhi
Untold Stories from a Witness’s Diary (New Edition)
The book has its genesis in this unpublished diary of Professor
Dr Jagdischandra Jain (1909-1994), a renowned scholar and
author, held the Chair in the Universities of Bombay, India,
Peking, China and Kiel, Germany.
In early January 1948, Prof Jain, who later became the Chief
Prosecution Witness of the Mahatma Gandhi Murder Trial,
came to know of the plot to assassinate Mahatma Gandhi.
He immediately informed the Bombay Government, but
unfortunately, his warning went unheeded. What followed was
a series of plots, intrigues and an amazing tale of Government
apathy versus a lone citizen’s frustrating attempt to thwart one
of the biggest conspiracies of the century. Jain paints a vivid picture of the assassination
plot and elaborates how the crucial information which could have altered the history of
India, was ignored by the administration.
ISBN: 978 81 90884 13 6, PB, Size: 198×127 mm, 192 pp, Price: £ 11.95; INR 450; $ 19.95

Gandhi’s Dilemma in War and Independence
Critically examining Gandhi’s views during the period of
India’s passage to political independence on issues such as
war, decolonisation, nationalist challenge, state sovereignty,
problems of governance and so on, the discourse asks a
pertinent question: was Gandhi as confident in his political
agenda and methods as history has asserted to the present day?
Gandhi, again a satyagrahi, an ardent propagator of nonviolent
resistance to injustice throughout his life, appears in the eyes of
the The Englishman, as an extremist and saboteur of the Allied
democratic cause in the World War II. The discourse unveils
a new dimension to Gandhi’s towering personality with the
suggestion that time was closing down on him. It was a situation of classic aporia,
when exit from the problem that Gandhi struggled to escape from became impossible
in its own terms.
Ranabir Samaddar is the Director of the Calcutta Research Group. He has worked
extensively on the contemporary issues of justice, human rights, forms of autonomy,
forced displacement, partitions, trans-border migration, refugee care and protection,
and minority rights and popular democracy in the context of post-colonial nationalism
with special reference to South Asia. He is also the editor-in-chief of the South Asia
Peace Studies Series. His current work is on theories and practices of dialogue, a
question crucial to the politics of justice and reconciliation.
ISBN: 978 81 90884 11 2, PB, Size: 198×127 mm, 140 pp, Price: £ 11.95; INR 250; $ 17.95
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Critical Debates on Corporates

The Real Thing: Coke’s Bumpy Ride through India
The Real Thing: Coke’s Bumpy Ride through India, is a non-fiction
real life story of the Atlanta-based The Coca Cola Company’s
long troubled business journey in India. Entering India in 1991
after a 14-year exile, Coke’s subsequent policies and practices
have been mired in controversy. The pesticides in colas, the
closure of the company’s Kerala plant following its exposé as
a groundwater guzzler, and the company’s constant fight with
environmentalists, social activists and the government provided
the impetus for writing this book. Having tracked Coke for
over two decades, Nantoo Banerjee’s book provides, possibly for
the first time in India, a well-researched look into the operation
of a major multinational.
The critique provides a unique case study which would be a valuable companion to the
management professionals, students, regulatory authorities and opinion leaders.
Nantoo Banerjee served Coca-Cola India, first as a consultant and later as Director,
Public Affairs & Communications. A working journalist for over three decades,
Banerjee was associated with The Indian Express, The Times of India, Business Standard,
The Financial Express and The Telegraph.
ISBN: 978 81 90884 10 5, HB, Size: 198×127 mm, 266 pp, Price: £ 14.95; INR 450; $ 19.95

The Price: When Bookkeeping Means Bookcooking
How reliable and trustworthy are corporate books of accounts?
Why are public companies, banks and financial institutions
going bankrupt without prior and proper knowledge of
shareholders and creditors? Aren’t the auditors—internal
and external—obliged to know or find out and report the
true financial picture of the organisation for the benefit of
stakeholders?
The critique examines the issues involving corporate financial
corruption, or ‘bookcooking’, in connivance with auditors,
bankers, credit rating agencies and the government.
The treatise, authored by Nantoo Banerjee, is based on a specific accounting fraud case
of a public company, Satyam Computers, a stock exchange listed giant both in India
and the US. It is the outcome of relentless research made at the corporate’s archives and
interviews conducted with insiders. It is also an analysis of the roles played by auditors
vis-à-vis the regulating authorities, the Securities and Exchange Board of India, Reserve
Bank of India, Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) and so on.
ISBN: 978 93 81043 03 5, PB, Size: 215×140 mm, 151 pp, Price: £ 11.95; INR 295; $ 14.95
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Women on Frontpage

Women’s Encounter with Disaster
The world is facing increasingly frequent and intense disasters,
both natural and man-made, with devastating impacts. Women
play a pivotal role in providing economic and mental assistance to
the family and community in post-disaster rebuilding activities
and actively participate in disaster deterrence programmes.
In the volume, the gender mainstreaming and disaster has
been focussed from multi-dimensional canvas such as gender
perspective of the disaster aftermath; community oriented
disaster management; relevance of inter-sectionality in matters
of gender biased social vulnerability; economic aspects of postdisaster scenario; gender-specific role, knowledge and power of
women at grassroots level and their ways of making space in disaster field; gender
sensitive analysis in the context of alternative development and culture; and applied
usage of combating disaster.
List of Contributors: A Demet Vardareri, Arzu Ozsoy, Betul Yarar, Chaman Pincha,
Dahlia Goldenberg, Doga Basar Saripek, Fatma Belkis Kumbetoglu, Gulten Dursen,
Inci User, Ismail Siriner, Judith Lewis, Libertad Chavez Rodriguez, Loretta Pyles,
Mahbuba Nasreen, N Hari Krishna, Partha Sarathi De, Samir Dasgupta, Yoko Saito.
ISBN: 978 81 90884 14 3, HB, Size: 234×156 mm, 288 pp, Price: £ 35.00; INR 795; $ 55.00

Women’s Encounter with Globalization
Women’s Encounter with Globalization is an investigation to
women’s varied experiences in an increasingly globalized world.
In situations where women have been historically repressed
or discriminated under a patriarchal division of labour, some
features of globalization may have liberating consequences.
While globalization presents opportunities to some women
also causes marginalization of many others. Women play a
distinct role in globalization, experience more harmful effects,
and often become a constituency for anti-systemic movements.
The present volume will throw focus on the issue of women’s
power in the era of globalization. The contributors analysed the
gender politics across the globe touching a number of continents and sub-continents.
List of Contributors: Alessandra Gonzalez, Bandana Purkayastha, Diane-Gabrielle
Trembly, Elaheh Rostami-Povey, Fatima L Adamu, Jayme Schwartzman, Kathryn
Strother Ratcliff, Liza Weinstein, Lwendo Moonzwe, Nicola Yeates, Rosalind Sydie,
Samir Dasgupta, Sheila Lakshmi Steinberg, Steven J Steinberg, Sumita Duttagupta,
Tarini Bedi, Tomas Mac Sheoin.
ISBN: 978 81 90884 18 1, PB, Size: 234×156 mm, 230 pp, Price: £ 12.95; INR 595; $ 19.95
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Frontpage Handbook

Engineer’s Handbook for
Implementation of Industrial Projects
The practising engineering professionals undertaking projects
for industrial complexes frequently require information on
various fields of engineering for design as well as construction.
Engineer’s Handbook for Implementation of Industrial Projects
is meant to serve this purpose for, in a holistic manner,
(i) it starts from the scratch, i.e., selection of site and
surveying, and goes on to complete the construction work;
(ii) it is full of photographs of the actual work executed;
(iii) ample examples have also been drawn from similar works.
Harsimran Singh, having vast experience in construction of
various railway engineering projects, is now posted as Deputy
General Manager, South-Eastern Railway, India.
ISBN: 978 93 81043 20 2, PB, Size: 234×156 mm, 266 pp
Price: INR 1,795 (All colour) / INR 695 (B/W)

Calcutta High Court: 68 Years Digest of
Important Labour Cases (1950–2018)
A ready-reckoner of alphabetically arranged summary of
important judgements of the Calcutta High Court, with
table of cases having subject-wise index, together with prompt
citation, pertaining to Industrial Disputes Act, Contract
Labour (R & A) Act, Factories Act, Employees Provident Funds
and Miscellaneous Provisions Act, Employees State Insurance
Act, Payment of Bonus Act, Trade Unions Act, Industrial
Employment (Standing Orders) Act, Payment of Gratuity Act,
Employees Compensation Act with points involved, reliefs
granted and/or refused. This compilation is an indispensable
companion for lawyers, consultants, industrialists, corporate
bodies, and all those who are interested in the subject.
S C Jain, having an illustrious career spanning over 5 decades with a large number of
professional institutes and industrial undertakings as a consultant, is well-known for
his approach in prevention of industrial disputes. Jain’s emphasis has always been on
training and counselling the management responsible for decision-making in industrial
relations.
Jain’s other publications include much acclaimed Productivity and Discipline—Victims
of Misdirected Social Justice (1988, 2015 2/e).
ISBN: 978 93 81043 35 6, HB, Size: 234×156 mm, c376 pp Forthcoming
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Literary Works on Frontpage

Intimate Tussles
This book presents in translation a set of Manik
Bandyopadhyay’s early stories, written in his twenties and earlythirties, wherein he examines gender relations, generally in the
context of conjugality, mostly within extended families, with
his unsentimental, clear-eyed observation against the backdrop
of various socioeconomic classes in rural, semi-urban, and
urban Bengal of the time.
Manik Bandyopadhyay, a major post-Rabindranath neorealist writer of Bengali fiction, was born in 1908 and he died
in 1956, after battling health and financial problems. The
singularity of his early work lies in his acute insights into the
socio-psychology of man-woman relationships in the concrete world at that juncture of
Bengal’s history. Their accounts of intimate tussles focus on the interactive processes of
ongoing change in relationships, not on finding a final resolution or conclusion.
Kalpana Bardhan, the translator, earned a Cambridge PhD and worked twenty years
as an economist, before putting thirty years in translating selections from Bengali
literature. Her published translations include 3 novels, 3 story collections and a
2-volume anthology of Bengali Literature.
ISBN: 978 93 81043 32 5, PB, Size: 215×140 mm, 212 pp, Price: £ 12.95; INR 450; $ 18.95

The Picture of My Early Life (Jibansmriti)
Rabindranath Tagore’s unconventional autobiography, Jibansmriti
(in Bengali) is a rambling series of ‘memory pictures’ that the great
litterateur chronicled covering the first twenty-seven formative
years of his life. The descriptions are insightful, informative of
the period and are wrapped in wry and self-deprecating humour.
The Picture of My Early Life, a definitive translation in English
of Jibansmriti, presents an opportunity to the English-speaking
global audience to discover Nobel Litterature’s vision of universal
humanity with a hope that it also helps to dispel the notion that
Tagore was solely a mystic poet.
Prasenjit Saha, an alumnus of Indian Institute of Technology
(IIT) Kharagpur, India is an engineer by profession who feels strongly about promoting
Bengali literature to the world.
Patrick Colm Hogan is a Professor in the Department of English, the Programme in
Comparative Literature and Cultural Studies, and the India Studies Programme at the
University of Connecticut, USA.
ISBN: 978 93 81043 07 3, HB, Size: 234×156 mm, 220 pp, Price: £ 14.95; INR 495; $ 19.95.
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Literary Works on Frontpage

Tagore’s Best Short Stories
In commemoration of Rabindranath Tagore’s (1861-1941) 150th
birth anniversary, this new collection of English translation of
his selected short stories opens up the possibility of an Englishreading global audience discovering a new contemporary
relevance in Tagore’s creations more than a century after they
were penned in colonial India. Introducing Tagore’s short stories
afresh to a generation intrigued by the contemporary interface of
the global and the local is significant, as these stories are marked
by a fascinating dialectic of historical contexts, with all their
cultural particularity, and Tagore’s vision of universal humanity.
Malobika Chaudhuri, earned acclaim as a translator when Parineeta by Saratchandra
Chattopadhyay (Penguin, 2005) was published. Her other notable translations
are Scarlet Dusk: Stories by Saradindu Bandopadhyaya (Rupa, 2003), Palli Samaj by
Saratchandra Chattopadhyay (Penguin, 2005), The Last Time I Saw Tibet by Bimal
Dey (Penguin, 2007).
Patrick Colm Hogan is a Professor in the Department of English, the Programme in
Comparative Literature and Cultural Studies, and the India Studies Programme at the
University of Connecticut, USA .
ISBN: 978 81 90884 15 0, HB, Size: 234×156 mm, 208 pp, Price: £ 14.95; INR 495; $ 19.95

Turkey on Frontpage

Critical Debates in Social Sciences
Critical Debates in Social Sciences, having 63 well-researched
articles, is a book which was prepared with the aim to improve
the dialogue among all areas of social sciences and among
multiple other disciplines with a particular reference Turkey.
This book has been developed as a reference source that
will shed light not only on researchers and politicians in the
fields but also all general readers who are interested in the
contemporary affairs in Turkey.
Bedriye Tunçsiper, PhD, is the founding Rector of İzmir
Democracy University, Turkey. Her researched articles on
economic growth, tourism and environmental economics, globalisation, economic crises,
monetary policy, women employment and unemployment have been widely published.
Ferhan Sayin, PhD, is an Associate Professor of Economics at İzmir Democracy
University, Turkey. Her main research interests include economic growth,
unemployment, emerging markets, crises and environmental economics.
ISBN: 978 93 81043 30 1, e-Book, Price: £14.95; INR 995.00; $17.95
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Turkey on Frontpage

A Critical Review of Social Sciences: Theory and Practice (Volume 1)
In all 67 articles, the discourse portrays the historical,
ideological and political context of various facets of social
sciences and explores the changing contemporary context,
with particular reference to Turkey. The critique efficaciously
meets the challenge to cope with its discussion of theory to
the understanding in practice both from local and global
perspectives for the issues chronicled with a sense of the scope,
range and purpose while developing critical awareness of
problems, issues and common fallacies.
Bora Yenihan, PhD, is an Associate Professor at the
Department of Labour Economics and Industrial Relations in
Kocaeli University, Turkey. Bora’s fields of interest include social policy, labour law,
human resources and industrial relations.
Doğa Başar Sarıipek, PhD, is an Associate Professor at the Economics and Administrative
Sciences Faculty, Kocaeli University, Turkey. His works are concentrated particularly in
social policy, and specifically in rights-based and charity-based social protection, welfare
theory and conditionality as well as nation-beyond forms of social policy.
Gökçe Cerev, PhD, is an Assistant Professor at the Department of Labour Economics
and Industrial Relations in Fırat University, Turkey. His studies focus on social policy,
social security law, labour law and occupational health and safety.
ISBN: 978 93 81043 28 8, HB, Size: 234×156 mm, 796 pp, Price: £75; INR 2,195; $ 100
ISBN: 978 93 81043 29 5, e-Book, Price: £10.95; INR 995; $ 14.95

A Critical Review of Social Sciences: Contemporary Issues (Volume 2)
With 34 articles, the critique is intended as a logical compilation
of socioeconomic, political and cultural circumstances which
set the directions for societies to develop. In an accessible and
engaging style, both the volumes are invaluable companions for
the policymakers, academia, researchers, students and general
readers having proclivity towards social science in general and
Turkey in particular.
Doğa Basar Sarıipek, Bora Yenihan
Valentina Franca, PhD, is a Professor at the Faculty of
Administration, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia. Valentina’s
main research work focuses on labour law, specifically in new forms of work and
collective labour relations.
ISBN: 978 93 81043 33 2, HB, Size: 234×156 mm, 418 pp, Price: £39.95; INR 1,295; $54.95
ISBN: 978 93 81043 34 9, e-Book, Price: £5.95; INR 495; $7.95
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Frontpage in Spanish

Sexualidades Latinas en Estados Unidos
Sexualidades Latinas en Estados Unidos, is an anthology
addressing key areas of research, scholarship, and critical
discourses in the understanding of Latina/os and their
sexualities within the United States.
Latina/os, the largest racial/ethnic minority group in the United
States, represent a population that is currently larger than the
entire populations of Canada, Spain, or most Caribbean and
Latin American countries. Yet, there continues to be limited
and skewed understanding of their sexualities. Utilising the
available research on Latina/os in the United States, this edited
volume, available for the first time in Spanish, addresses what
is known, imagined, or remains invisible in the study of Latinos and their sexualities.
The critique provides foundational knowledge that can be used by students, scholars,
service-providers, and policymakers as well as the general public.
Marysol Asencio is a professor of Latina/o, Caribbean, and Latin American Studies as
well as human development and family studies at the University of Connecticut, USA.
She has been awarded a Social Science Research Council Sexuality Research Fellowship
and a Ford Foundation grant as well as other external and internal grants to advance
scholarship and training on Latina/os, sexualities, and/or health.
ISBN: 978 93 81043 21 9, Kindle Edition, Price: $ 6.95

One-point Destination
for Pre-Press and Print/Production Requirement
Frontpage, having in-house state of the art facility together with a dedicated
team of young professionals paying critical attention to every stage in pre-press/
print-production assignments, offers customised publishing services in both print
and electronic media.
•
•
•
•

Editorial Services
Composition Services
eBook Development Services
Print/Production Services
For further details, please see PUBLISHING SERVICES in
https://frontpagepublications.com
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A Critical Review of Social Sciences: Theory and Practice, Vol. 1
978 93 81043 28 8 Bora Yenihan, Doğa Başar Sarıipek & Gökçe Cerev
(Page 23)
A Critical Review of Social Sciences: Contemporary Issues, Vol. 2
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(Page 23)
Africa: Beyond the Tragic History
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(Page 12) Forthcoming
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978 93 81043 23 3 Amiya K Samanta
(Page 6)
Alipore Bomb Trial 1908–1910, A Compilation of Unpublished Documents, Vol. 2
978 93 81043 27 1 Amiya K Samanta
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Forced Migration & Media Mirrors
978 93 81043 13 4 Sibaji Pratim Basu
(Page 14)
Forced Migration in North East India
978 93 81043 05 9 Nilanjan Dutta
(Page 15)
Gandhi’s Dilemma in War and Independence
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Rediscovering Swami Vivekananda
978 81 90884 19 8 Amiya Kumar Mazumdar
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